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April Fool?
 
APRIL FOOL?
______________________________	
My mind becomes full of hatred
	Flames the fire of revenge
Whenever I recall
	That incident of April Fool.
 
April Fool!
	What is the story
Do we all know?
	May be knowingly or unknowingly
We are also celebrating.
 
They are celebrating this
	And trying to make this globalized.
They want this April Fool
	Be celebrated by the Muslims too.
 
In that April month
	Those who killed innocent Muslims.
They are aggressor, spreading terror
	Still killing in Iraq, Afghanistan.
 
No, no more
	Innocents will not be crying
We will protect them
	Lets see how they can kill again.
                                       MAHMUD HASSAN
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Crying For Justice
 
They are just crying
…they need help
Lots of people around them
Busy with their own works
Paying no attention
All are avoiding them.
 
Still they are crying
But nobody is listening them,
They are crying for getting justice
That they did not get from his protectors
That they did not get from Police
That they did not get from the court.
 
No political leaders of any party
Paid attention to them,
No human rights groups
Tried to give them justice,
No so-called intellectuals
Opened their mouth for them,
No media channels
Came forward to ‘rescue’ them,
 
Still they are crying…
Crying for justice
Crying for their own rights.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Hang The Guilty
 
HANG THE GUILTY
 
Hang each of them
If they are really guilty.
But there should be balance
And equality in activity.
Are they really guilty?
If yes hang them quickly.
If not release them openly,
Get the real culprits,
Disclose their real face
To destroy terror activity.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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I Know, But
 
I know you are very good
You are talented, very cute.
I know the news of your merits
You are studious and decent.
I know I like you very much
Your smile, gaze and dress
Always makes my heart touch.
I know your presence
Shakes me from within.
I know you keep me busy
When I am away from all.
I know I lose my sense
When I see you, in front of mine.
Always I think of getting you
Yes only you, completely, as mine.
 
But, bounded by circumstances
Thinking the outcomes of that,
I can’t tell you the things,
I want to tell, from my heart.
 
I don’t want, you encounter pain
Because of only my personal gain.
There is nothing I have to loose
But many things you have to choose.
Neither you belong to my religion
Nor I am from your beloved region.
One is from God’s own country
Another from eastern Ganges plain.
Difference of culture everywhere
Every second there will be complain.
Things are much serious I know
Though I like you but can’t go.
                             -Khalym
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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I Love You
 
Should I tell you
That I love you
I dream about you
Always I think of you
Nothing I want except you
Ready to compromise to get you
When I see others it reminds you
I love you I love you I love you.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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I Will Be Happy Then
 
When you will come again
Into the gifted good path
Where is nothing any wrath.
It seems impossible to me
There will be any change in thee.
Still myself very optimistic
You can blame me unrealistic.
Nothing is unchangeable in the world
For that no need of using sword.
Umar, khalid(R)   have been changed
The bless of Almighty they gained.
The same also I hope for You
You too will be changed In my view.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Is This A Democracy?
 
IS THIS A DEMOCRACY?
 
Is this a democracy?
Where people can't talk freely
Where discrimination is done
        On the basis of religion
        On the basis of caste and creed
        On the basis of color.
 
Is this a democracy?
Where guilty is moving freely
Where innocents are being accused
Where innocents are killed
       By labeling them as terrorist.
 
Is this a democracy?
Where people are crying
        For getting long awaited justice.
Where they are crying
        Because they want to live in peace.
 
Is this a democracy?
Where its own residents
         Are labeled as foreigner.
Where the authority itself
        Trying to throw them away.
Is this really a democracy?
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Manuu Relics/ Golden Memories
 
MANUU RELICS
 
Just few days to go
MANUU life will be on its verge.
By taking memories of the past,
We will disperse the things over here.
 
But we don't know
weather again we will unite or not,
Don't know where shall we be?
What shall we do all?
 
But wherever we will be
Memories will be there with us.
Its impossible to forget
All those in any circumstances
Good and bads of the class
The never ending gossips of the hostel.
Will we ever be able to get
All those belongings again?
 
I pray wherever you will be
Be the best all time
Sadness and pain never comes back
Never, never touches you again.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Morality
 
MORALITY
Nowadays we talk much of morality
Moral value has lost from society in reality.
Human being has been changed
There must be something that chained.
We think of ourselves, not others
We think all as others, not as brothers.
We have become selfish very much
Nothing is there that can our heart touch.
 
By anyhow, anyway we want
Our targets to be gained.
We don't think of morality or legality
Because we are completely chained.
Chained of what? Did you think ever?
Nothing but the love of materialism
And the worldly lust of forever.
 
The result is very dangerous, harmful
For our darling society.
Everywhere is disorder and sadness
All the worst things are appearing together.
Increasing the number of rape, killing
And enmity, war, blast and others.
These are nothing but the lack of morality
That should be there in our society.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Nato And Islamic Caliphate
 
NATO AND ISLAMIC CALIPHATE
 
Make them friendless, having without companion
So that they never be champion.
Close them from every side
From the world scenario keep them aside.
This the motto of international community
By the name of NATO, continuing their activity.
There planning how to stop
For the Muslims, coming into top.
Their main propaganda is democracy
But with the power, helping the autocracy.
 
We have seen their expected sunshine
In Algeria, Turkey and Palestine.
In those country when Muslim shows their majority
All the times westerners have shown their negativity.
Hamas or Islamic Salvation Front
They were destabilized by military or court.
 
They tried to stop, leaders were sent to jail
Against Muslim Brotherhood their conspiracies have failed.
In Egypt with domination MB is coming
In Libya, Tunisia gradually they are approaching.
Israel is targeting to destroy Hamas
By bombings and killings it is threatening others.
But Hamas is much more energetic than they think
By them Israel's ship of dream is about to sink.
 
Throughout the world Islam is awakening
In every household renaissance is coming.
They want nothing but brotherhood and unity
Want to establish Caliphate to follow Almighty.
 
This is the reason behind Mali attack
They don't want Caliphate in Mali back.
NATO is taught lesson from Taliban
More powerfully, emerging in Afghanistan.
Let us see what NATO can do to suppress
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Will they be able to stop their progress?
But I am very hopeful of Islamic reign
In the world, Caliphate is coming again.
 
                              MAHMUD HASSAN
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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No More
 
Islam is there but Muslim is no more,
Ideology is there but practice is no more,
Prayer is there but acceptance is no more,
Activities are there but dedication is no more,
Azaan is there but Bilal (R.)  is no more,
Jihad is there but Khalid (R.)  is no more,
Torture is there but protester is no more,
‘Everything’ is there but ‘Takwa’ is no more.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Oh God Help Me
 
HELP ME, OH GOD
 
Oh God! help me and protect me.
In the various aspects of life
In the various situation and context
Bring me into right path and guide me.
 
Help me to become a good human
Keep me away from the bad things
I don't want to increase my belongings
Illegally I don’t want money to earn.
 
Please inspire me to respect others
I don’t care what the society does
Separate me from the criminals
Help me to feel all as brothers and sisters.
 
I have full trust on you
Nobody can change me but you
Therefore I am praying only to you
Because the Almighty is only you.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Saffron Danger
 
The calm water is disturbed now
The peaceful air is polluted by noise,
Just because of only one statement
By our Home Minister's own voice.
Just disclosing the Hindutva terror
He has shown courage to awake the lion.
Like the falling leaves of dead tree
Or like the drops of falling rain to the earth,
Comments are thrown to him
Directly or indirectly from various sides.
Leaders of hindutva groups, with anger
Started roaring like a wounded lion.
Mohan Bhagwat or Praveen Togadiya
All are the army of same chain.
Muslim hatred is their main policy
Want to establish Manu based Ram Rajya,
Exposing over-nationalism, is their fake agenda.
 
After every bomb blast Muslims were blamed
They created the ‘Indian Mujahidin'
In order the image of Muslims to defame.
The so called Indian Mujahidin came forward
And took the responsibility of every blast.
Just after every bomb blast, e-mail were being sent
By the claim of Jihad and revenge,
Spread the anger and hatred throughout the nation.
A large number of Muslim youths
From every corners of the country,
Have been punished for the years.
Have anybody ever thought, the condition
Of the alleged accused, in jail or in outside?
Individually their future is destroyed
Rests of the youths are horribly terrorized.
 
Although the situation is getting changed
The so called accused are being released,
Real culprits and terrorists are being arrested,
From the hindutva groups, those are masterminded.
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But may I request to the authority
Don't stop by giving the statement only,
Move forward through the proper channel,
Uproot the well planned, long term conspiracy
Wake up protect the nation once again.
-Mahmud Hassan
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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The Greatness Of System! ! !
 
He was blamed
Though he was not guilty,
He was arrested
Without doing any ‘activity’.
 
But the culprits are moving freely
Having no fear of being punished,
Those who are terrorists really
They are not being banished.
 
The handicapped system,
The so-called powerful media
Shouting without aim
Busy in playing blame-game.
 
The court is failed
To give the victim justice,
Yes, it is failed
For the culprits to punish.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Undefeatable Afghan?
 
UNDEFEATABLE AFGHAN?
Is there anything s the special in Afghanistan?
What's the specialty in Taliban?
Are they really unbreakable?
Do they have really power
That can break the superpower?
	
Look the history, it will tell you
How the so-called superpower faced off fail.
This is not the first time
When world's most powerful nation
Comes to face the heaviest defeat.
The Afghans are doing the same,
The loss of soldier and economy
Has already been counted by them.
 
The first victim of Afghan bravery
The then superpower British Raj.
Killing all the soldiers, they proved
They were not coward but brave one.
Did they first attack the British?
But they showed to the world
That they are not to be dominated,
They are not to be colonized.
 
The second victim is the Soviet
Under the slogan of communism
The wanted to rule them again.
But the history repeats itself
The world saw the same repetition.
The Soviet was badly defeated
And was broken into several nations.
 
In this present time it is United States
Before twelve years they attacked.
They destroyed many localities,
Buried many houses under debris.
Since then thousands of innocents Afghan
Has been killed so far by them.
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But by killing and bombing
Do they have really destroyed Taliban?
Have they able to break their backbone?
No, they could not yet.
By the course of time
Taliban have emerged more strong,
More brave, courageous and powerful.
 
If you see the present scenario
Taliban is recapturing the cities
And the provinces one by one.
 
Is this really believable
What I am listening?
Even US army officials are saying
Informing ‘we can't defeat them'.
Just think, can you compare the both
In regard to military power and technology.
US is one of the most developed nation
While Afghanistan is among the backward one.
US has warplanes, missiles and drones
Can you claim that they also these own?
Still US can't defeat them?
Still Afghans are undefeatable?
Is there any specialty with them?
That they are carrying with name.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Where Is Humanity?
 
Where is humanity at all?
See the world scenario today
Everywhere there is bloodshed.
Killing, murder and torture
You can find everywhere.
Either it is in Egypt or in Syria
In India or in Pakistan
In Myanmar or in Palestine
Everywhere there is act of Satan.
Politics or religion both the same
They are killing people through its game.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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Who The Indian Mujahidin Is?
 
WHO THE INDIAN MUJAHIDIN IS?
 
After every bomb blast in the country
Indian Mujahidin is taking responsibility.
Emails concerning revenge, being sent
Letters are reached to media with commitment.
Even state authority, blaming on them,
Just after the blast, taking their name.
 
But there is very important question
Who the Indian Mujahidin is?
Malegaon, Samjhauta or Mecca Masjid
Everywhere media gave news of their ‘splendid'.
Police and Intelligence arrested many modules (?) 
From across the country with sleeper cells (?) .
Volumes of stories were continuously aired,
About the ‘mission' that they shared.
 
But in the course of time, the story is changed,
Those who were arrested, being unchained.
The Indian Mujahidin has appeared with new face
The conspiracy is disclosed in new space.
The so-called ‘accused' Muslims, being released,
Terrorist from Hindutva groups, being arrested.
 
The blasts that ‘Indian Mujahidin' arranged
For those Aseemanand, Purohit, Pragya are jailed.
So what is Indian Mujahidin at all?
We have a strong doubt in mind
Is that really from Muslim side?
Or a fake organization created by ‘other'?
 
But this is not being stopped here.
Again Dilsukhnagar blast, again blame game,
Towards Indian Mujahidin's name.
Again Muslim youths are afraid,
Some of them have already been detained.
Media as well as police have a fixed mentality
Always they doubt to a particular community.
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Why don't you look the matter neutrally?
Just investigate the thing secularly.
I hope soon result will come out with reality,
No matter, punish them if they are really guilty.
But please, please, please, don't play blame game
That is destroying one community's fame.
 
MAHMUD HASSAN
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??????? ????????
 
??????? ????????
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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                                           - ?????? ?????
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